This course will require students to watch & discuss the following content:

- full-frontal (and often pointless) nudity
- graphic violence and unrealistic gore
- bizarre sex acts with humans
- bizarre sex acts with animals
- offensive and foul language
- coprophagia (eating of poop)
- overtly misleading claims about marijuana
- painfully regressive views on race, gender, and sexual orientation

Think you can you handle it? Join us.

FILM4980/ENGL5350 Topics in Film Aesthetics: Trash Cinema and Taste
Times Offered: Monday and Wednesday, 2:00-3:15 pm

Though most film studies courses strive to provide students with the accepted canon of “quality films” like Citizen Kane and Casablanca, this course is focused on those texts existing on the margins of good taste: “trash cinema.” As a course on film aesthetics, we will discuss what qualities categorize a film alternately as trash – as “bad,” “low brow” or “cult.” We will discuss why certain films are believed to have “cultural capital” and why and how trash cinema rewrites the rules about which films are worth watching.